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  Abstract 
Our software has two modules include in it extraction of data & EHR system with cloud . Now a days there is a busy schedules of 

doctors so they have no time to read the huge amount of articles ,they discussed the disease related problems either in conference 

or in the seminar only . So we provide a great extraction approach for this problem to give huge information of articles to the 

system, the machine learning process is done on the article.  It only give the  information to the doctors which is they want & 

related and useful to their work .The second approach includes in our system is that we proposed the EHR(Electronic Health 

Record) system. Which includes the details information of the patient ex: patient name ,id, address ,photo etc . This data also 

available on cloud. This information is easily accessible  and it requires the less time to be searched the data about  disease & 

treatment. Using the EHR system we can access the medical history of the patient from any location . It reduces the time require 

for the lab tests , previous treatments, allergies of patient. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Now a days people are very careful  about their health and 

want the information about the health related problems. 

Doctors are also have very busy schedule. If any new 

research is done in medical field then this data available in 

large article or in the conference of doctors. Many of them 

are not attain it because of busy schedule. Traditional way of 

the treatment is apply to the patient. So the machine learning 

approach is very useful in this condition. The article is 

learned by the system & only the data which the doctor want 

is provided to them. So the data mining process is done. 

 

Second problem is that it is impossible for doctors to have 

the record of every patient in a documentary way. The 

records are maintain easily in the electronic way. Electronic 

Health Record(EHR) it has becoming the most important 

feature for storage of medical data. It gives the more reliable 

approach and the data is easily accessible. It has data related 

to cure, prevention, side effects, symptoms, previous 

treatment, allergies of the patient. This data is store on cloud 

using that we can access it from any where in world. Using 

this data doctors can take faster decisions for applying the 

best treatment to patient. The id is provided to the every 

patient so only the doctor & patient can access the data.  So 

it is time efficient, secure, easy to maintain, faster process.  

It also has one most important  part that is Government. All 

the data which is in the EHR system is also accessible to the 

government. If any disaster is come then there is most 

important need of blood to the people. At this situation the 

price of blood in the blood bank is increase. So the medical 

data of peoples is available to government also. If there is 

need of particular blood group then government can 

convince  the people which have the blood group.       
 

2. RELATED WORK 

In Machine Learning Approach for Identifying Disease-

Treatment Relations in Short Texts By author OanaFrunza 

,DianaInkpen, Thomas Tran. at [1]. It involves how the 

machine learning process is done on the articles which are 

related to the the medical field. It gives the clear idea about 

the automatic learning of large articles and extract only the 

require data.   

In Disease Inference from Health-Related Questions via 

Sparse Deep Learning  at[2]. By author LiqiangNie, Meng 

Wang, Luming Zhang, Shuicheng Yan, Bo Zhang, Tat-Seng 

Chua. In this paper in give the Health Tape feature for the 

people which have questions about there health related 

problems. The solutions are also given in form of answer by 

doctors. They give detail information about the cure, 

prevention, best treatment for the disease. 

In Review on Machine Learning  Approach for Identifying 
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Disease Treatment in Short Texts at[3]. By author In this 

paper they review on the machine learning approach for the 

data which is in the large article form. How the learning 

process is done. The algorithms use for it , its features are 

also given in it. 

 

In Journal “To identify Disease Treatment Relationship in 

Short Text Using Machine Learning  & NLP” at[4]. In these 

it describe that how the natural processing is useful for the 

extraction of data which is in the large volume. 

 

In journal “Efficient Machine Learning for Identifying 

Disease-Treatment Semantic Relation from Bio-Medical 

Sentences.”at[5]. It give all the clear idea about the medical 

data which is in the large size. It identify the semantic 

relation that is present between the query or the data which 

the user require. 

 

3. SURVEY EXTRACTION 

We refer various IEEE papers , journals for the survey of 

topic. From that we study that the system first authenticate 

the user by using UID. If the user is valid to access the data 

then & then only user can access the data otherwise exit 

from the process.  In machine learning process all the data is 

learned automatically & mining process on that data is done. 

Using that only the require data is provided to the user in 

structural way. In previous system the EHR is available only 

for limited area. In proposed system we remove these 

limitation by using cloud concept. Using cloud we access 

the data from anywhere in the world.  

 

4. EXISTING SYSTEM 

The information about the medical research is available in 

the large articles. There is a need of extract the data which is 

in the article. The data is given which only the doctor want. 

Not the unwanted data is display in the output. The 

information of disease is given. All the medical data related 

to that disease such as symptoms, medicines, newly 

suggested treatments, methodology use for the treatment. It 

extract the data from the article and provide it in a structural 

and suitable way. 

 

5. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

5.1 Extraction process in less time:  

Proposed system also have the extraction feature of the data 

which is related to the medical document. But it gives the 

faster processing of the document. Provide the data in 

structural way. From large set of information it mines the 

data only which is require by the doctor. The research is 

done on various disease and the new way of treatment is 

provided in it. It has all the detail data about that disease, its 

treatment, symptoms, medicines related to that disease, new 

methodology of treatment by various doctors , its results, 

affect on the forbearing of that treatment , time require for 

recovery from that disease. All the data is available in it. But 

If doctor want information about particular disease then it is 

easy task for them using the extraction approach of machine 

learning.  The files are in the any form. The require data is 

extract from it and given to the doctor in suitable and faster 

way. 

 

5.2 EHR System with Cloud:  

In this the Electronic Health Record system is provided with 

the cloud. Because of that we can access the data from EHR 

from any where in the world. This system contain all the 

medical history of the forbearing. Which is the previous 

treatment of forbearing, which doctor treat , date of the 

treatment, allergies, lab test results, Symptoms of particular 

disease. Which treatment is suitable for the forbearing, by 

giving which medicines forbearing recovery is done faster. 

All the information is given to the doctor. By  using it doctor 

can make faster decisions about the treatment. Using this the 

less time is require for analyzing  the all medical history of 

forbearing. It also provide the security for the data. One 

unique id is provided to every forbearing. Using these only 

the doctor and the forbearing can have the information. The 

id is given in the from  of name, adhar card number, mobile 

number, photo. So it can give the faster, secure  access to 

forbearing medical history which is useful for taking the fast 

medical decisions. 

 

5.3 Government Sector: 

This approach is most useful for the government also. All 

the record stored in the EHR is also accessible to the 

government.  Using HER government can access the id of 

forbearing. Using that id all the medical data stored in the 

electronic health record is accessible to the government also. 

If any disaster is come then there is most need of blood to 

the people. At that time  price of blood  in blood bank is 

very high. Because of that many of peoples are not able to 

take it. The record is also available to the government so 

that it also have the information about the blood group. If 

there is need of particular blood group then government can 

convince the people those have that blood group. 

   

6. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

Fig -1: System Architecture 
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In this System architecture, there are various components 

that are described as follows:- 

 

6.1 EHR System 

In these component of system all the medical data of patient 

is stored. All the information about lab tests, medical data, 

previous treatment is stored in it. It has the patient Id for the 

authentication purpose. Using these security is maintain. 

 

6.2 Machine Learning Process 

In these component of the system the article which is given 

to system as a input is learned in machine learning approach 

. Automatically the all the input file is learned by the 

system. Only the require data is given to the user. 

 

6.3 Knowledge Database 

In these component only the require data is collected from 

the large amount of files after applying the machine learning 

process on it. Only the require information about the query 

is shown to user in a structural way. 

 

6.4 Cloud Database 

Using cloud database we can access the data from anywhere 

in the world. All the data which is available in HER system 

is also available in the cloud. Using that the accessing 

process is done faster and in easy way. 

 

6.5 Government 

One of the important role in these system is of  the 

government. Government also have all the data of the 

patient. It is mostly use when any disaster is come. All the 

medical data is available for the government. 

 

7. CONCLUSION 

Usingthese system we can have several features. The faster 

access , secure storage of information. The system useful for 

doctor, patient, government also. All the medical history, all 

health related information can be access easily using the 

HER system. So there is solution provided for two problems 

related to the medical field. First for the accessing the newly 

researched medical data using machine learning approach of 

extraction feature. Second maintain the medical record of 

the patient and access it from anywhere in the world. Also 

the security provided for the stored data and access it in very 

easy way. There is use of cloud because of that the 

accessibility feature is increase to the doctor , patient, 

government. All the time require for the lab tests, knowing 

about previous treatment is reduce. So It is very useful for 

taking the medical decisions in very  fast way. For 

implementing this system it is a research work in 

documentation in phase-1 & still we are working on 

implementations of actual system in phase-2.  
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